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Australian and New Zealand Banking Group (ANZ) – ANZ released a trading update for the third-
quarter and unaudited Profit came in at $1.67 billion. Customer deposits grew by 2.3% with net 
lending asset growth of 2% during the quarter. The Group Net Interest Margin (NIM) was stable, up 
several basis points excluding Markets. This was a solid result and we continue to hold it.  
 

Blue Sky Alternative Access (BAF) – BAF’s Net Tangible Assets (NTA) rose 0.4% to $1.1493 in July. 
Gains came from the water fund and some cash distributions. We like the diversification BAF provides 
portfolios. We would prefer to buy it closer to NTA for those with no exposure so it would need to 
retreat a few cents from here but we are happy to hold it.   
 

BHP Billiton (BHP) – BHP’s net profit was below expectations, coming in at US$6.7bn versus the 
US$7bn figure that was expected. The company has boosted its final dividend by more than three 
times to US$0.43 fully franked and this is well beyond the 50% minimum payout policy the company 
adopted in 2015-2016. The dividend was the pleasing aspect of the result. We are comfortable with 
the result and we don’t mind BHP at these prices. The danger is iron ore may come off. We continue 
to hold BHP in our model portfolio as our sole resource exposure.  
 

Brambles (BXB) – Brambles’ results were in line with expectations. There was solid growth in all 
segments except the US which as flagged dragged back performance. Underlying earnings were down 
1% on last year.  Brambles will pay a 14.5c dividend. The company expects sales growth of mid-single 
digits and underlying profit growth in excess of this through the cycle but cited a number of one-offs 
that would impact 2018. All up, we are happy to hold the stock in the model portfolio at this stage 
but appreciate the outlook over the next 12 months is underwhelming.  
 

Commonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA) – CBA posted a better than expected 4.6% lift in FY17 cash 
profit to $9.88bn. CBA will has gone ex a $2.30 dividend. Overall we view this as a very good result 
and are pleased to see the increased profits and associated dividends CBA has managed to produce, 
but there has been a little underperformance in CBA of late due to the AUSTRAC situation 
overshadowing its result. We are holding here. We considered reducing but given the low share price 
and good profit we will hold. 
 

Centuria Capital Group (CNI) – CNI reported a big increase in Funds under Management (FUM) from 
$1.4bn to $4.2bn. Earnings per share were down due to lower performance fees but the core business 
is growing strongly. Dividends per share were 7.5 cents on earnings per share of 10.3 cents. We are 
happy to hold it in the model portfolio and would like to buy for clients without holdings on any pull 
backs under $1.25. 
 

CSL Limited (CSL) – We viewed the result as another good one from CSL, but guidance for next year’s 
growth was lower than expected and this caused initial weakness in the stock before it found support. 
We will continue hold CSL in our model portfolio and will look to accumulate more stock on any 
substantial weakness as we see it as a very high-quality exposure for portfolios.  
 



Crown Resorts (CWN) – Crown’s net profit almost doubled to $1.9 billion, but that was entirely due 
to the sale of its Macau business. The sale helped offset losses in its VIP business, with a 50% fall in 
the Australian VIP trade. Without the sale of its stake in the Melco, underlying profit would have fallen 
16% to $343 million. They will also buyback another 29.3 million shares. This was a disappointing 
result and we will look to lighten our exposure into any share price strength.  
 

Elanor Investors Group (ENN) – ENN released a 9.6% increase in profit for the year to $12.7m. The 
final dividend will be 5.01c, 20% franked, which is higher than the estimated dividend announced in 
June. Funds under management increased 42% for the year. Net assets per share increased 27% to 
$1.75 as at June 30. Gearing is at just 4%. We are very happy to hold the stock in portfolios and the 
model portfolio and are hopeful of more announcements over the next couple of months to further 
boost earnings and hopefully the stock higher again.  
 

Elanor Retail Group (ERF) – Net asset backing has increased 13.8% to $1.42 versus its current price of 
$1.37. The Gladstone Shopping Centre purchase was finalised and this increases the yield to 7.8%. 
They are looking to sell podium sites within their Auburn asset and recycle the proceeds in to accretive 
shopping centre investments. They are in exclusive due diligence now for another acquisition so 
expect an announcement there in the next month hopefully. This is one of our preferred picks in the 
property trust space with it trading at a discount to asset backing and a big discount to other listed 
retail trusts. 
 

Garda Diversified Property Fund (GDF) – Garda reported a strong set of results with Net Tangible 
Asset (NTA) backing increasing to $1.21. The Weighted Average Lease Expiry (WALE) has also been 
increased to 5.6 years, which is a big move higher from 4.1 years 12 months ago. Gearing is at 32% 
and the dividend yield at 7.8%. Garda have essentially decreased the risk of their portfolio of 
properties and the share price has rallied accordingly. We remain happy to hold GDF in our Model 
portfolio for now but share price upside from here might be a bit harder to find. 
 

Lend Lease (LLC) – Lend Lease will officially report results today, although due to an accidental leak 
they were posted online three weeks early. Profit was up and so too was the dividend. Despite the 
good run the share price has had, there could still be some upside here as it doesn’t look overly 
expensive.  
 

Macquarie Group (MQG) – didn’t report but held its AGM and we are very happy to hold and buy on 
any weakness.  
 

National Australia Bank (NAB) – NAB reported strong growth in cash profit driven by growth in 
lending, improved margins and lower bad and doubtful debts. This was another clean result from 
NAB with no nasty surprises, and we are positive on the outlook for NAB and we are holding it.  
 

PropertyLink (PLG) – Propertylink has declared a Profit of $87.2m, revenue of $137m and occupancy 
of 97%. The company will distribute 6.32 cents, giving a yield of 8.2% this year and a payout ratio of 
84%. It is currently trading around four cents below its NTA and we are buyers of it here. It is on a 
prospective yield of 8.7% and a P/E of less than 10x and you are effectively paying nothing for the 
funds management business. 
 

QBE Insurance Group (QBE) – QBE’s net profit has increased but that was only due to the sharp fall 
the prior year mostly due to low interest rates and reduced insurance pricing. Overall, the result was 
a slight miss and we were a little surprised by the share price fall on the back of it.  An interim dividend 
of $0.22 has been declared. Emerging markets as flagged did poorly but Australia, the US and Europe 
performed quite well. They will benefit if our dollar falls and if global interest rates rise but for now 
they continue to disappoint at an operational level. We are holding now given the share price 
weakness since the result, but we may reassess should it strengthen as the stock just seems to be a 
perennial disappointment.  



 

Ramsay Healthcare (RHC) – reports on 30 August. The shares have improved recently so we would 
not buy here. 
 

Sonic Healthcare (SHL) – Sonic’s result was in line with guidance although it certainly didn’t shoot 
the lights out. Underlying revenue was up 5.8% with underlying profit up 4.4%. Focus remains on 
costs with a pipeline of further acquisitions robust. We are holding it in the model portfolio but 
aren’t buyers at these levels as the result didn’t excite us. We are monitoring it closely.   
 

Sydney Airport (SYD) – Another good result and particularly pleasing with the increase in forecast 
dividend.  Sydney’s half year net profit was up 4% to $167m and revenue was up 8% to $714.2m. The 
above expectation results were underpinned by strong growth of around 10% over 6 months in the 
inbound tourism market particularly from Asian regions. International passengers were up 7.8% on 
the previous year and domestic growth was up 1.8%. The company has also increased its FY17 dividend 
guidance by 11.3% to 34.5 cents as was expected. The result impressed the market with shares in 
Sydney adding more than 3% yesterday. We will continue to hold Sydney Airport in our model 
portfolio and those without an exposure can look to buy on any weakness.  
 

Transurban (TCL) – Transurban has released another strong result. Proportional toll revenue which is 
the company's preferred measure of the performance of its roads, rose by 11% to $2.15 billion. 
Melbourne was impacted by road works. A final distribution of 26.5 cents was declared, bringing its 
total payout to 51.5 cents. They guided to 56c for next year, partially franked which was marginally 
below expectations. One school of thought is they may need to raise some equity in the next 12 
months for project wins including the West Gate tunnel and may increase guidance then. We remain 
satisfied with TCL remaining in our model portfolio. Brokers have updated their views on TCL after 
the results, and the consensus price has been raised from $12.19 to $12.58. TCL is currently on a 
yield of just over 5% including franking. 
 

Telstra (TLS) – The stock is quite difficult to value at present. Underlying earnings were reasonable but 
the dividend was cut more heavily and more quickly than expected. They may look to securitise the 
NBN receipts in advance and use them to reduce debt and do on and off market share buy-backs which 
would be positive. The pace of fixed margin declines are also higher than expected, having to be 
propped up by NBN payments. Cost cutting will help but the NBN hole is larger 4 years out than 
anticipated. We have a small weighting in the model portfolio and will hold that and get the 
upcoming dividend but we are not confident of a rebound in the share price any time soon. Brokers 
have a consensus target price of $4.15 per share. We expect weakness later this week after they go 
ex the dividend and are considering whether to exit permanently. 
 

Westpac (WBC) – didn’t report but their capital report suggests all is tracking well.  
 

Wesfarmers (WES) – Wesfarmers reported a strong 22% increase in profit despite a very weak result 
from Coles. Bunnings and the coal division did well. Coles makes up 36% of earnings. Bunnings is 
closing quickly, accounting for 28% of earnings. We think they will remain range bound but prefer 
them to Woolworths. 
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